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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to refine and develop further some results

from a paper of Bedford and Taylor [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 294 (1986),

705-717]. The main result, a Bernstein type theorem, is an improvement of the

classical Bernstein inequality

l/MI < (degp)(l - x2)-,/2(IIPll?-i, i] -/>2W)1/2,

from the interval [-1, 1] to the multivariate case.

1. Introduction and statement of the main results

Let E be a compact set in C. By ue we denote the plurisubharmonic

extremal function associated with E, defined as follows:

ue(z) = sup{w(z) : u € S?, u < 0 on E}

for z e C", where 3? is the Lelong class of plurisubharmonic (briefly, psh)

functions in C" with logarithmic growth: u(z) < const + log(l + \z\) ; see [7].

Denote by u*E the upper regularization of the function ue :

u*E{z) = limsupM£-(u;).
w—>z

A subset E of C" is said to be pluripolar if there is a psh function u on
C" such that E c {u = -oo}.

It is well known (see [12]) that if E is not a pluripolar compact subset of C" ,

then u*E e Sf. In this case we can consider the value of the complex Monge-
Ampère operator on the function u*E , (ddcu*E)n . Here, for a fixed open set Q

in C" , {ddc-)n is an operator from the space PSH(Q) n Lj£(ii) of all locally

bounded psh function on Í2 to the space Bn (Q) of positive Borel measures on

Q. In case u € PSH(Q) n ^2(Q) this operator is simply defined by

dh
(ddcu)n = n\4" det

[dzjdzj (2) dV(z),
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where dV(z) is the usual volume element in C" . Due to [4] the above operator

can be extended to the space PSH(íi) n L°°(Q).
In the special case of u*E we have the following.

1.1. Proposition ([4]). If E is a nonpluripolar compact set in C" , then

(ddcuE)n(Cn\E) = 0

where E is the polynomial convex hull of E.

1.2. Proposition ([13]). If E is a nonpluripolar compact subset of C", then

{ddeuEY{E) = {2n)n.

By the last two propositions (ddcu*E)n is a Borel measure supported on E

whose total mass is equal to {2n)n . This measure is called the complex equi-

librium measure and is denoted by Xe (see [5]).
In this paper we will consider the case when E is a compact subset of R" .

Here we treat R" as a subset of C" such that C" = R" + iR" . The main goal

of this paper is to study the density of the complex equilibrium measure and
to observe connections between this measure and some classical inequalities for

polynomials. Our main result is

1.3. Theorem. Let E be a compact subset of R" with nonempty interior. Then

¿£|int(£) = n\X{x)dx, where X(x) > vol(conv{g^(l -p2(x))-l/2gradp(x): p e

R[w], degp > 1, \p\ < 1 on int(.E')}) for almost every x e int(£).

The following Bedford-Taylor lemma is very helpful in our considerations.

1.4. Lemma ([5]). Let u\, u2 € PSH(Q) be two given locally bounded functions,

such that the Borel measures {ddcU\)n, {ddcu2)n are supported on QnR". //

{Ml = 0} = {u2 = 0} = Í2 n R" and 0 < ux < u2, then

(ddcui)n < (ddcu2)n.

This result permits us to investigate the equilibrium measure of compact sets

in R" . As an immediate application we have

1.5. Corollary. Let E c F c R" be compact sets. If int(is) ^ 0, then

^f|int(£) ^ ^£|int(£)-

In this paper we generalize and refine some ideas from the Bedford-Taylor

basic paper [5]. In [5] some notions and connections between them are only

sketched. Due to [5] we have observed that in investigating the equilibrium

measure of compact subsets of R" a crucial role is played by the following
two notions: the dual set E* for a subset E of R" and the inverse h of the

Joukowski function g(z) = ¿(z + \).
Let us recall some properties of the dual sets and the functions g and h .
Let E be a subset of R" . Following [11] the dual set E* for E is defined

by
E* = {y e R" : y • x < 1 for each x £ E},

where " • " denotes the usual scalar product in R" .

The main properties of dual sets are contained in the following.
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1.6. Proposition (see [11]). If E is a subset of Rn , then:

( 1 )   E* is a convex, closed subset of Rn that contains the origin,

(2) If E is a compact convex set and 0 G int(is), then E* is also compact

convex and 0 € int(is*). Moreover, E** = E.

(3) If E is a compact convex set that contains the origin, then

E = {yeR":y'X<Wxe extr(E*)(Vx e extr(£*))}.

(4) If f is a linear automorphism of R" and f* its conjugate (with respect

to the usual scalar product), then (f~l(E))* — f*{E*).

If E is a compact convex subset of Rn, then the function x(x) '■=
max{x • y : y e E}, for x G R" , is called the support function of the set E.

We can write E — {x e R" : x • y < x(y) V> e R"} . The support function x
is subadditive and positively homogeneous. It is also a seminorm, if a set E is

symmetric. Moreover, if 0 e int(is), then x is a norm.

If x is the support function of a compact convex set E, then the set E* has

the representation:

E* = {xeRn:x(x)< 1}.

We have the following canonical isomorphism: 1: Rn 3 x —> {y —> x • y}

e (R")* = -?(R" ; R). If / is a norm in R" , then the formula f*(l(x)) =
max{x • y/f{y) : y e S"~1} defines a norm in (R")*. Due to the above isomor-
phism, the same formula defines a norm in R" , which is called the dual norm.

We denote it by /*. It is easily seen that for any norm we have /** = /.

Moreover,

(1.7) f{x) = max{x-y/f*{y):yeS"-1}   for every x e R" ,

where Sn~l is the unit Euclidean sphere in R". The function f(X) — \X\,

X e R, is not diflerentiable at zero. The same holds for each norm in R" . In

points other than 0, a norm may also not be diflerentiable. But, it is possible

to approximate uniformly any norm by smooth norms on R"\{0} .

1.8. Proposition. If f is a norm in R", then there exists a sequence (fa) of

norms in Rn such that fk e &°°(R"\{0}) and fk/f.

Proof. By (1.7) we can write f(x) = max{x • y//*(y) : y e S"-1}. If a denotes

the usual measure on S"~l , then the following formula holds:

max{x-y/r(y):yeS"-1}

r r i l/2k
= lim    /     (x-yir(y))2kda(y)

= lim \(p(x, -)\2k,    where tp: R" x S"~l 3 (x, y) -» jc • y/f*(y) e R.
A:—»oo

Put fk(x) = \(p(x, ')\2k for x e R" . It is clear that fk is of class ^°° on
R"\{0}. Since (p is a linear function with respect to x , each function fk is a

norm. Because of Holder's inequality, the sequence fk is increasing.

Note also the following connection between the dual norm and the dual set.

1.9. Proposition. // / is a norm in R" , r > 0, then

{yER": f(y) < r}* = {y € R": f*(y) < \).
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// / is a convex function on a convex open subset U ofR", then the function
u(x + iy) = f(y) is a psh function on the domain Q = R" + iU. Hence every

convex function may be regarded as a psh function which is independent of x. In

the special case of a norm, by Proposition 1.8, we have the following important
property (see [5]).

1.10. Proposition. If f is a norm in Rn, then (ddcf)n = n\c(f)dx, where

c(f) = vol({/(>0 < 1}*) = vol«/*(y) < 1}).

It is easy to check the following.

1.11. Proposition. Let a function /: fi x R" -» R+ be continuous, where Q is

an open subset of Rn . If for each x e ii the function l(x, •) = lx is a norm in

R" , then the function tp: Q 3 x -* vol({l*(y) < 1}) is continuous.

Now we can formulate the lemma, which is very helpful in computing the

complex equilibrium measure.

1.12. Comparison Lemma. Let Q and D be open sets in R" and Cn, re-

spectively, and Q = D n R". Fix a function u e PSH(Z») n Lfâ.(D) such that

u~l(0) = Q and (ddcu)"(D\Q) = 0.

(a) Let /: fl x R" -» R+ be the function of Proposition 1.11. Assume that

the following inequality holds uniformly on K x (pS"~l), for every compact set

K c Q and small p > 0 :

lim sup -u(x + iay) < l(x, y).
a-0+

Then we have the inequality (ddcu)n\a < n\<p(x) dx.

(b) If the measure (ddcu)n\a is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue

measure and if we replace the assumption of (a) by

liminf -u(x + iay) > l(x, y),

then we obtain the inequality (ddcu)n\a > n\<p(x) dx.

We will apply this lemma to the function uE for compact sets E <zR" with

its appropriate representation. Here the crucial role is played by the function h
which is the inverse function to the Joukowski function, g(z) = \(z + i) for

z <e C\{0} . This function is univalent on \z\ > 1 and its inverse is of the

form h(z) = z + (z2 - l)1/2 , if we choose an appropriate branch of the square

root. We have the very useful formula (see [3])

|A(z)| = A(J|z+l| + i|z-l|),

for each zeC, where on the right-hand side we have h(t) = t + (t2 - I)1/2 for
t > 1 with positive square root. An easy computation shows the following.

1.13. Proposition. (i)//ae(-l, 1), e > 0, and ß e R, then

\\og\h(a + ieß)\<\ß\(\-oc2)-"2.

(ü)Ifae(-l, 1), 0<e< \, ß £R, and \ß\ < l-\a\, then

(1 -e)\ß\(l -a2)-1'2 < lj\oe\h(a + ieß)\.

In [3], the following property of the extremal function ue was proved.
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1.14. Proposition. For a compact set E c R", we have the equality

uE(z) = sup{log|A(p(z))|1/de": p e R[w], degp > 1, \\p\\E < 1}.

We also have

1.15. Proposition [8, 1]. If E is a compact, convex, and symmetric subset of R"

with 0 e int(E), then

M£(z) = sup{log|/*(z-ti;)|:u; eextr(£*)},        zeC".

The Comparison Lemma 1.12 will be proved in §3. Applications of this result

will be given in §4. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is contained in the last part of

this paper.

2. Bernstein type theorems

If we put E = [-1, 1], then we obtain from 1.3 that

SUP {deV1 -P2(x))~l/2\P'(X)\- P e R[^]> degP > 1, |/>| < 1 on int(£)}

<(l-x2)-'/2,

for almost every x € (-1, 1), which implies Bernstein's inequality for real

polynomials:

\p'(x)\<(àegp)(\-x2rll2(\\p\\2E-p2(x))xl2   for every xe(-1,1)

(see [6]). This inequality is not as well known as the classical Bernstein-Markov

inequality

\p'(x)\<(deèp)(\-x2)-l/2\\p\\E.

In this context, Theorem 1.3 can be viewed as an extension of the Bernstein

result.
In [2] some corollaries to 1.3 and another multivariate version of Bernstein's

inequality were given.
Let £ be a compact set in R" with nonempty interior. Then for each

jc € int(is) we have the following inequalities for a real polynomial p :

\Djp(x)\ < (dcgp)DjuE(x)(\\p\\2E-p2(x))1'2,

where DjuE(x) = liminf£_0+ \uE(x + ieej) for j — 1,... ,n and {e\, ... ,e„}

is the standard orthogonal basis in R" . This inequality is sharp for convex

symmetric sets in the sense that in this case we have

suV>{(deëp)-l\Djp(x)\(\\p\\2E-p2(x))-l'2} = DjUE(x), foTxemt(E),

where the supremum is being taken over all real polynomials p of degree > 1

with \p\ < \\p\\e on int(£).

3. Proof of Lemma 1.12

Since in the proof of both parts of the lemma similar arguments can be used

we will prove only the first inequality. We start with the following proposition.
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3.1. Proposition. With the assumptions (a) of Lemma 1.12(a), for a fixed xq g

fi and for a fixed, sufficiently small e > 0, there exists S > 0 such that if

\x - xo\<ô and \y\ <S, then we have

u(x + iy) - l(x0, y) < el(x0, y).

Proof. Since the function / is uniformly continuous on K x pS"-1 , for every

compact set K c fi there exists S > 0 such that if x e B(xo, Ô), then

sup{w(;c + iay) - l(x, ay) : y G pS"~x} < ea, for a < a0, and

sup{\l(x,y)-l(xQ,y)\:yepSn-l}<e.

Since the function /* is homogeneous and the norm lXo is equivalent to the

Euclidean norm, u(x + iy) - l(xo, y) < 2Mel(x0, y) for \x-xo\<3, \y\ < ô ,
and M — l/infjV^^): y G pS"~1}, which completes the proof.

Let us return to the proof of the lemma. Since {(1 + e)l(xo, y) < 1}* =

(1 + e){/(xo, y) < 1}* ) by Lemma 1.4 and Propositions 3.1 and 1.9, we have

the inequality
(ddeu)n\B(Xo<S)<n\(l+e)n<p(xo)dx

for a fixed Xo G £2 and small e > 0. It follows from the above inequality

that the measure (ddcu)n is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue

measure on Q. By Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists a nonnegative Borel

function X suchthat (ddcu)"\çi = X(x)dx . For every E e â£(B(xo, ô)) with

vol(.E) > 0 we have ^4^r ¡EX(x)dx < n\(\ +e)"(p(x0). Hence we get

X(x)<n\(l+e)n<p(x0)

for almost every x G B(xq , S). By the Lebesgue theorem on density points

and by Lusin's theorem, the function X is approximately continuous for almost

every x G fi (see, e.g., [10, p. 148]). Since e > 0 may be arbitrarily chosen,

in every point xq of approximate continuity we have X(xq) < n\(p(xo). Thus
X < n\<p almost everywhere, which completes the proof.

3.2. Corollary. If both assumptions (a) and (b) ofLemma 1.12 are satisfied for
the same function I, then (ddcu)n = n\<pdx.

4. Some applications of Lemma 1.12
to the complex equilibrium measure

As a first application, we will give a formula for the complex equilibrium

measure of a compact, convex symmetric subset of R" .

Let E be a compact, convex symmetric subset of R" with nonempty interior.
Then the set E* has the same properties and, following 1.6, we can write

E = {x G R" : x • y < 1 for each y € K}, where K = extr(£*). If x £ int(£),
then max{x -y:y £ K) <\. Moreover, we have

4.1. Proposition. If x £ int(£), y £ Rn with \y\ < dist(x, dE), and 0 < e <

5, then

(1 -e)max|y-tü|(l -(x-w)2)-*'2

< \ue(x + iey) < max|y • tu|(l - (x -w)2)'112.
w€K

Proof. If \y\ < dist(x, dE), then \y • w\ < 1 - \x • w\ for every w £ K and
the required inequalities follow from 1.13 and 1.15.
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4.2. Corollary. Let fi = int(£"), D = fi + iR", u = ue\d, and l(x,y) =

maxujg/i: \y • w\(\ - (x • w)2)~l/2. Then the assumptions of 3.2 are fulfilled.

4.3. Remark. For a fixed x £R" and w £ R" belonging to the strip {|jc • iu| <

1} , let Sx(w) = (\-(x-w)2)~xl2w . For x £ int(£), the condition l(x, y) < 1

is equivalent to y £ SX(K)*. By Proposition 1.6(3) we get {y: l(x, y) < 1}* =

conv(S'x(A^)). Moreover, we have

{y- l(x,y) < 1}* = {y £Rn:yw<l(x,w) for each w g S"~1}.

Now we can formulate the main theorem on the complex equilibrium mea-
sure of convex symmetric subsets of R" . As an application we obtain effective

formulas in some important cases.

4.4. Theorem. Let E be a compact, convex, and symmetric subset of R" with

nonempty interior. Then XeI^e) = n\X(x)dx, where, with the notation of
Corollary 4.2, we have

X(x) = vo\({y £ R": y • w <l(x,w)Vw £ S"~1})

= vol(conv(Sx(extr(E*)))).

Proof. By Corollary 4.2, the above theorem is a consequence of Proposition
4.1.

4.5. Remark. Theorem 4.4 refines a result of Bedford and Taylor [5], since we

can replace SX(E*) in [5] by ^(extr^*)). Hence, our theorem is better in a

case of a convex symmetric polyhedron. It seems to be true that the boundary

of a compact, convex subset of R" is pluripolar in C" . This situation holds

for convex polyhedrons and in any of the examples below. However, we do not

know of any proof in the general case.

4.6. Example. Let /„ = [-1, 1]". Then extr(£*) = {±é>, , ... , ±e„}. Hence
X(x) = vol(conv{±(l - x2)~l/2ei, ... , ±(1 - x2)~i/2e„}) and one can easily

calculate that Xh = 2"(1 - jc2)~1/2.(1 - x2)~l'2dx.  This formula was

obtained in [5] in a different way.

4.7. Example. Let E — Bn be the closed unit Euclidean ball in R" . Then

ue(z) = j\ogh(\z\2 + \z2 - 1|) (see [8] and [1]) and it is easy to verify that

l(x, y) = (y2 + (y • x)2/( 1 - x2))1'2. Thus

Fx = {y: l(x,y) < 1} = {y2 + (y x)2(l - x2)~l < 1}.

If x = 0, then F0 = B„ = F0* and X(0) = vol(Bn). Assume that x ^ 0, and
complete the vector x/\x\ by U\, ... , un-\ to an orthonormal basis in R" .

Let / be the orthonormal automorphism which is given by formula f(p) =

P\U\ H-\-p„-\u„-\ + ß„x/\x\. We have

ri(Fx) = {ß2 + ...+ß2n+p}nx2i{\ -x2)<i}

= {H2 + --- + p2n_l+H2J(l-x2)<\},

which implies that Fx = f({p?x + •• • + /z2_, +/i2/(l - x2) < 1}). Thus, by
Proposition 1.6, we get

f; = r~\{ß\ + •••+ßl-y + ßli(\ - x2) <in
= r~H{ß2 + •••+."? ,+^(i-x2)< i}),
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and finally

vol(F;) = |det/*-1|vol({^,+--- + ^-i+^(l-x2)<l})

= |det/-1|(l-Jc2)-1/2-vol(5„)

= vol(Bn)(l-x2)-1'2.

Consequently we obtain a simple formula

XBn = n\vol(Bn)(l - x2)'1'2 dx,

which is the main result from Lundin's paper [9].

4.8. Example. Let E = {x £ Rn : X\, ... , xn > 0, X\ H-h xn < 1} = Sn is
the standard simplex in R" . We have

uE(z) = log/*(|z1| + --- + |z„| + |zi +"- + Zfl-l|),

and an easy calculation shows that

XSn = n\wo\(Bn)(xx.x„r1/2(l -xi-xn)-x>2dx.

4.9. Example. Let E = B2 x ([-b, -a] u [a, b]) c R3, where 0 < a < b . Using
a similar method to that of Lemma 1.12, we obtain

XE = 4n(l-x2- y2)~l/2\z\(b2 - z2)~l'2(z2 - a2)'1'2dxdy dz.

4.10. Example. Let E = {(x, y) G R2 : x, y > 0, xl/2+y1/2 < 1} . By applying

a result of Klimek (see, e.g., [7, Theorem 5.3.1]) to the set [-1, 1] x [-1, 1]

and the mapping f(z\, z2) = \((z\ - z2)2, (z\ + z2)2), we find that

uE(z) = 2max(log|A(v/zT+ sfz=)\, \og\h(yfz{- Jz~i)\).

Then one can calculate that

,       „_J_1_1_ .
E    \fxTx-2(\ - (VxT + v^)2)1/2 (1 - (V*i- v^)2)1/2

We omit here the details of the proofs of Examples 4.8-4.10.

5. Proof of theorem 1.3

We start with the following remarks.  If p £ C[z], degp = k > 1, then

Taylor's formula yields for every a £ C" :

P^= E -,ITp(a)(z-a)a.
*—' a\

\a\<k

If p £ R[z], then for z = x + iey, a = x we get

p(x + iey) = p(x) + iey • gradp(x) +   V   — Dap(x)(ie)lalya
i-~'    a\

2<\a\<k

= p(x) + Pe(x, y) + iey ■ gradp(x) + ieQe(x, y),

where Pe, Qe £ R[z]. Assume that:

£   ±-\Dap(x)\\y\\a\<l-\p(x)\.
*—'    a!

l<|a|<*

Then it follows that

\y ■ gradp(x) + Qe(x, y)\ < 1 - \p(x) + Pe(x, y)\

and one can easily verify the following.
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5.1. Lemma. Let uk(z) = max1<m<yt(l/degpw)log|A(pm(z))|, where pk is a

sequence of all real polynomials with rational coefficients, such that \p\ < 1 on
int(E). Then for every x £ in\(E) and y £Rn the limit

lim -uk(x + iey) = lk(x, y)
£-•0+ e

l<m<k OKgPm

exists, the convergence being uniform on any set K x S"~l, where K is an

arbitrary compact subset of int(E). Moreover, for all x £ int(E), the function

lk(x, •) is a norm, provided k is sufficiently large.

We shall need the following

5.2. Lemma. If E is a compact subset of R" with int(E) ^, then the measure

Xe\ím{E) is absolutely continuous with respect to measure dx\^^M^E)) ■

Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.5 and Example
4.7.

If k is fixed and sufficiently large, then by Comparison Lemma 1.12 we
obtain

n volfconvj ——-(1-p2(j>c))-1/2grad^(x): 1 < j < k \j dx < XE\mt(E)-

The Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem yields

n!vol (conv<-(1 -p2(x))~1^2 gradp(x) :

p £ Q[z], \p\ < 1 on int(j^) | J dx < XE\mt{E)-

Now observe that vol(conv(.4)) = vol(conv(/i)) = vol(conv(^))  for any

bounded subset A of R" , which completes the proof.

5.3. Remark. In the case of a convex, compact symmetric subset of R" we can
replace the inequality > in Theorem 1.3 by the equality. We conclude this fact

from Theorem 4.4. We conjecture that the equality holds in the general case

too.
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